Improvement of conductance modulation linearity in Cu2+-doped KNbO3 memristor through the increase of the number of oxygen vacancies.
The Pt/KNbO3/TiN/Si (KN) memristor exhibits various biological synaptic properties. However, it also displays nonlinear conductance modulation with the application of identical pulses, indicating that it should be improved for neuromorphic applications. The abrupt change of the conductance originates from the inhomogeneous growth/dissolution of oxygen vacancy filaments in the KN film. The change of the filaments in a KN film is controlled by two mechanisms with different growth/dissolution rates: a redox process with a fast rate and an oxygen vacancy diffusion process with a slow rate. Therefore, the conductance modulation linearity can be improved if the growth/dissolution of the filaments is controlled by only one mechanism. When the number of oxygen vacancies in the KN film was increased through the doping of Cu2+ ions, the growth/dissolution of the filaments in the Cu2+-doped KN (CKN) film was mainly influenced by the redox process of oxygen vacancies. Therefore, the CKN film exhibited improved conductance modulation linearity, confirming that the linearity of conductance modulation can be improved by increasing the number of oxygen vacancies in the memristor. This method can be applied to other memristors to improve the linearity of conductance modulation. The CKN memristor also provides excellent biological synaptic characteristics for neuromorphic computing systems.